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Multiplayer evolutionary games: from selection to mutation
Evolutionary game theory is an abstract and simple, but very powerful way to
model evolutionary dynamics. Even complex biological phenomena can sometimes
be abstracted to simple two player games. But often, the interaction between
several parties determines evolutionary success. In these cases, one can resort to
multiplayer games. Public goods games are a special class of multiplayer games
which have been studied in great detail. A general approach to multiplayer games
has although has remained limited [3]. We extend the replicator analysis to general
d player games with n strategies and comment on the maximum number of equilibria possible. Moving on to finite populations we provide general conditions for a
strategy to be favoured by natural selection in a d player game with two strategies
[4]. Another important evolutionary force is mutations, which has only recently
yielded to analytical methods [1, 2]. We derive the composition of a d player, n
strategy system in the mutation-selection equilibrium [5]. The average frequencies
of the strategies at this equilibrium are obtained via recursions using coalescence
theory [6]. Multiplayer multi strategy games offer the generality which helps us to
apply them to diverse entities like from alleles to behavioural strategies.
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